
HOW TO WRITE ARTICLE NAME IN PAPER APA

If you are referencing the name of a journal, the journal name would be in italics. Example:Studies published in the
Journal of Abnormal Psychology found that.

Edmonton is the Capital of Alberta. Number of Authors. If you used the citation again omit the year. The first
line of each reference should be flush-left and any remaining lines should be indented. More Than Seven
Authors: The rules for referencing both single and multiple authors apply to all sources whether the material
came from books, magazine articles, newspaper articles, journal articles, or online sources. Title of the Journal
or Periodical, volume number, page numbers. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 74,  In-text
Citation Rules for Long Quotations Long direct quotations are those with at least 40 words of quoted text in a
row. Magazine Articles The structure for an article appearing in a magazine is similar to that of a journal
article. If neither is available omit page and paragraph numbers. Title and subtitle Etardedray? Learning to
reference articles in proper APA style can help you throughout your study of psychology. Klinge and Rogers
found that mirroring is instrumental in developments of performative gender roles. Such articles summarize
the results of studies and experiments conducted by researchers on an enormous range of topics. Do not count
paragraph numbers. Use double quotation marks for title of an article, a chapter, or a web page. Note that the
quotation marks surround the text only, and not the parenthetical citation. Capitalize only the first word of the
title, and the first word of any subtitle; also capitalize any proper names in the title. Especially for course
assignments about a specific article or book, you may occasionally need to use a title in-text. In-text citations
are required when you use someone else's ideas, theories or research in your paper. For example: Tensky, J.
This resource provides detailed guidelines for citing sources in your paper and includes examples of in-text
citation for reference by research authors.


